* No fragment(s) can be generated for compound KGID_C00084. ** No fragment(s) can be generated for compound CSID_54768, CSID_7843322, and CSID_5293370. *** Some compounds contain more than one molecule, and will be split automatically. Lower mass neutral, charged molecules, and single elements were removed. If a molecule is exported from more than one compound, only one of them will be fragmented. The molecules will be verified using InChI, and, if no error can be found, exported in MOL format. Finally 151 qualified MOL files were sent to Mass Frontier for in-silico fragmentation. Validation steps described here are conducted automatically in HAMMER. 
Spectral Matching Using the Modified pMatch Algorithm (Ye, et al., 2010)
The pMatch algorithm, utilizing a novel probability based model to score spectral comparison, is reported to obtain better identification performance than conventional methods. The original algorithm is designed for mass spectrometry based protein identification. In this work we propose a modified pMatch algorithm.
Preprocessing
A series of preprocessing filters are applied before spectral matching: Intensity value filter removes peaks that have a relative intensity smaller than a given threshold; Intensity number filter retains a given number of the most intensive peaks; Isotope filter removes isotopic peaks. Preprocessing helps the algorithm to improve matching accuracy and reduce computational time.
Peak Matching
The original pMatch algorithm takes two types of peak matching into account: S1 denotes accurate matching, and S2 denotes matching with mass shifts referring to the precursor ion mass difference. The precursor mass difference, caused by peptides with unusual posttranslational modifications (PTMs), is not relevant for metabolomics. In the modified pMatch algorithm only the accurate peak matching is therefore considered.
Before matching, the precursor ion mass of the real spectrum is compared to that of each compound in the in-silico library. Compounds with precursor mass difference smaller than a given tolerance T p are retained in a candidate set C for further matching and scoring. C = {in-silico compound c i with precursor m/z value m P : |m
where c i is the ith compound in the in-silico library, and m R is the precursor ion mass of the real spectrum. Peaks in the real spectrum are sorted in the descending order of their intensities, and determine their hits in each candidate compound. The peak hits in candidate compound c i are:
in which m Q is the m/z value of the explained real peak. Each peak in a candidate in-silico compound can only be matched at most once.
Similarity Scoring
In the modified pMatch algorithm, three sub-scores are employed to measure the spectral similarity: (1) spectral dot-product score (SDP_Score), (2) probability-based score (P_Score), and (3) matching distance score (MD_Score). These sub-scores and the overall similarity score are calculated for each candidate in-silico compound.
(1) SDP_Score: the SDP_Score for candidate compound c i is calculated using the following equation:
where I Q and I L are the intensities of real and in-silico peaks respectively, and peaks_in_S i denotes the in-silico peaks in hits set S i . Intensity values for all the in-silico peaks are set to 100 (maximum relative intensity value of the real spectrum).
(2) P_Score: in pMatch algorithm, peaks in real spectrum with intensity values no less than 5% of the most intensive peak are defined as the capital peaks, and the mighty hits are matches between the capital peaks and the explained in-silico peaks. The global average probability of a mighty hit is defined as:
where n is the number of capital peaks in real spectrum, variables k i and m i are the numbers of mighty hits and all the hits in candidate compound c i respectively, and C max is the number of candidate compounds. The probability of at least one hit in m i is a mighty hit is:
Thereby the P_Score of candidate compound c i is calculated using the following equation:
(3) MD_Score: in the original pMatch algorithm, only the information of intensities and peak hits numbers is considered in scoring. In this work we introduce the MD_Score, containing the information of matching distances between the real spectrum and in-silico spectrum (candidate compound), into the modified algorithm to improve identification performance. The weighted matching distance in candidate compound c i is defined as:
where S i is the peak hits set of c i , variable I Q , m Q and m L are the real intensity, real m/z value, and explained in-silico m/z value of each peak in the S i . The MD_Score is calculated using the following equation:
in which w min and w max are the minimum and maximum value of w i in all the candidate compounds respectively.
(4) Overall Similarity Score: the final similarity score is defined as the product of SDP_Score, P_Score, and MD_Score:
Overall similarity score = SDP_Score × P_Score × MD_Score The higher the overall score, the more similar the real spectrum is compared to the candidate in-silico spectrum (compound). 
